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•More than 15,000 completed responses representing >25,000 students.
•On the current school year, the majority of families (~60%) are satisfied with their remote learning
experience.

•For next year, a majority (~50%) of families expect to send their children to school in person in the fall, though
a full quarter of families are still undecided
–Families are more likely to send younger children to school in person
–Ward 7 & 8 families are far more likely to opt for remote education next year vs. families in other wards (~40% vs. ~15-30%)

•Families prefer schedule options that are consistent and predictable, and give their students in-school time
every week
•Families expressed a preference for either two-days per week, back-to-back, or alternating days vs. week-on,
week-off schedules
•Meeting public health requirements around social distancing is a top priority for all families
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A majority of families were satisfied with this year’s distance learning
•A solid majority (~60%) of families are satisfied with their 2019-20 remote learning experience
•Ward 7 & 8 families expressed a higher rate of satisfaction with their 2019-20 remote learning experience
–Satisfied families highlighted access to tech, materials, communications, clear school expectations, time to support their child
and student motivation as the top factors in making online learning a success
–Families with younger children showed lower satisfaction with distance learning

•~20% of families expressed dissatisfaction with remote learning.
–Dissatisfied families cited student motivation, inadequate time to support learning and unclear expectations from schools as
common challenges

•Families have clear recommendations for making improvements with distance learning
–They suggest building in more student to student interaction, more teacher touch-points, synchronous learning, social
engagement, simplifying learning platforms/log-ins, continuing to streamline schedules and targeted feedback on student
performance as places for growth
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Higher satisfaction with remote/online learning in 2019-20 in Ward 7 and 8
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL

PRELIMINARY

How satisfied are you with your family’s remote/online learning experience? (e.g., 5 = very satisfied)

N = 14,634 respondents
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Ward 7 & 8 respondents more satisfied with online learning than respondents in Wards 1-6
ACADEMIC CONSIDERATIONS
How satisfied are you with your family’s
remote/online learning experience? (e.g., 5 = very
satisfied)
N = 11,523 respondents

What made online/remote learning a success?
(choose all that apply)

What challenges did your child(ren) face with
online/remote learning? (choose all that apply)
N = 471 respondents

N = 1,798 respondents

Top 5 reasons shown

Top 5 reasons shown
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Families of elementary school children somewhat more likely to be dissatisfied with remote
learning experience
How satisfied are you with your family’s remote/online learning experience? (e.g., 5 = very satisfied)

N = 6,250 respondents

Note: Only includes families with one child
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Qualitatively, parents satisfied with remote learning attributed it to clear & transparent
communication, consistency, and flexibility
• Qualitatively, parents who were satisfied with remote learning this past year attributed that success to strong communication from
the teacher and/or school
– “Teachers were great and kept the line of communication open”
– “My sons teacher made this the greatest experience ever. She communicated regularly and there was never a question about what they were doing or
what needed to be done. She was on time everyday and she was about teaching when she showed up. She just made it easy.”

• Going deeper on specific tactics, parents called out a variety of approaches that worked for them, including the utilization of
multiple instruction approaches, consistency in meeting with the teacher, and flexibility
– “Having a combination of live and recorded meetings was really great. The live meetings really helped the students emotionally by staying connected to
their friends and teachers but the recorded lessons provided a flexible schedule that we could coordinate around parents work and children’s energy
levels.”
– “Regular grade-level meetings with families about the work expectations, what we should see, and expect.”

• For those not satisfied with distance learning, parents pointed to examples where communication and technology were confusing,
remote instruction quality was poor & not individualized, and live instruction was limited
– “Switching among ClassDojo, Teams, Zoom, and various other links were difficult to navigate and track. I spent more time trying to find lessons than
doing the lessons.”
– “Not enough zoom time - all video which I understand is better for kids without a device/reliable internet, but my daughter wants live interaction with
teacher and students”
– “There was no personalized contact or outreach from the teachers to students, and no attempt was made to speak with students about material one on
one and to keep each student on track. The lack of live lessons was a big disadvantage to students that need learning support.”

• For many, a common barrier for families is access to technology and lack of assistance with the navigation of technology
– From the PAVE/Flamboyan focus groups: “Families without access to the internet or devices expressed frustration with how long it
took schools to distribute technology and still were unable to support learning because devices came with no guided instruction or
technical support…“

Regardless of how families felt about remote learning last year, they largely agree on the
most important ways to improve the experience
ACADEMIC CONSIDERATIONS
What could make the experience better?
N = 11,792 respondents
Top 5 shown
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On next year, up to ~75% of students represented in the Family Engagement Survey may opt
for in-person instruction in the fall
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
If presented with the option, would you prefer to send your child(ren) to school in-person in the fall OR keep him or her home for remote/online instruction?

Preference for in-person vs. remote

Sample commentary by preference
N = 26,058 students
“I just hope that we think things all the way out, before we rush the kids back
into the school.”
J.O. Wilson Elementary School parent/guardian

We should plan that
all who are currently
undecided have high
potential to opt for
in-person education

Note:<5% of respondents selected “I prefer different options for my different kids,” so responses are assumed to apply to all children

“Until this Coronarvirus is under control, I prefer to keep my child at home to
continue his virtual distance learning..”
Friendship PCS parent/guardian
“For families with two working adults the education of our children is best
facilitated in person…Balancing work responsibilities along with teaching
young children does not serve the children's best interests nor the parent's
well being...”
Janney Elementary School
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Preference for in-person instruction was strongest for youngest students; PK/ES expect ~5055% uptake, while MS/HS expect 40% uptake
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
If presented with the option, would you prefer to send your child(ren) to school in-person in the fall OR keep him or her home for remote/online instruction?

N = 25,360 students

Note: 1) Data can not distinguish twins, as a result they are counted as one student. 2) Does not include 76 Adult students
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Students from Wards 7 and 8 are less likely to opt for in-person instruction
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
If presented with the option, would you prefer to send your child(ren) to school in-person in the fall OR keep him or her home for remote/online instruction?

N = 25,012 students

“2 days on / 3 days off” is the most popular schedule on average; most respondents give top
rankings to schedules that offer in-school time every week
SCHEDULE PREFERENCES AND REASONS
Rank the proposed schedules from 1-4. (1 being MOST preferred and 4 LEAST preferred)
N = 14,335 respondents
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“2 days on / 3 days off” is a popular choice across wards
SCHEDULE PREFERENCES AND REASONS

PRELIMINARY

Rank the proposed schedules from 1-4. (1 being MOST preferred and 4 LEAST preferred)

Families in Wards 1 – 6

Families in Wards 7 – 8
N = 10,172 respondents

N = 3,610 respondents

Above all, families value a consistent schedule every week that allows them to plan their
work schedule and for the school to clean
SCHEDULE PREFERENCES AND REASONS
Which are the most important factors when deciding which schedule is best for your family? (choose up to 3)

N = 15,450 respondents
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Qualitatively, families emphasized a desire for choice in online vs. in person instruction,
primarily given health/safety concerns and the evolving situation with COVID-19
• Qualitatively, families emphasized a desire for choice and flexibility in determining whether or not their student(s) should attend
school in-person or remotely; many also advocated for a blended option
– “My high school student can be remote or have a hybrid option if available. My elementary school student would prefer a
classroom environment.”
– “My oldest daughter and youngest son need in person instruction while my second daughter is doing well with online learning”
– “Our older son thrives in social, face-to-face learning environments. Our younger son prefers learning at home. For both boys, we
would like the option to blend learning at home and learning at school.”
• For many, underlying this desire for choice is a fear of the health and safety implications for sending students back to in-person
school too early. A very common theme for many families was wanting to understand the health & safety practices that would be in
place at the school level before making a decision
– “I wouldn’t be able to choose. I feel it more has to do with the overall safety measures needed to even open their schools.”
– “My mom, who is 71, lives with us and we have an infant, so my decision-making is primarily driven by making sure that they are
safe.”
– “My daughter has a health condition which causes me to proceed with extreme caution in all areas regarding her health and
safety.”
– “Keep them home and continue remote learning for health reason at the end of the day there still no vaccine or a cure for this
disease. I rather keep them out of harms way.”
– “I prefer in-person instruction. But reopening must be strictly enforced following very strict covid-19 surveillance protocols…”
– “Parents need to be assured that there are solid health and safety measures/protocols taken before students return to buildings”
• Parents with multiple students identified a desired to ensure similar schedules for their children
• Many parents also identified concerns with work and the ability of parents to fluctuate calendars to meet these schedules
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Appendix
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Remote Learning

~60% of respondents were satisfied with remote learning; access to tech and receiving
materials/communications from school cited as key success factors
ACADEMIC CONSIDERATIONS
How satisfied are you with your family’s remote/online
learning experience? (e.g., 5 = very satisfied)

What made online/remote learning a success? (choose all that apply)
N = 9,071 respondents

N = 15,286 respondents
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~20% of respondents were not satisfied with remote learning; many stated their children
were unmotivated and they didn’t have time to support them
ACADEMIC CONSIDERATIONS
How satisfied are you with your family’s remote/online
learning experience? (e.g., 5 = very satisfied)

What challenges did your child(ren) face with online/remote learning? (choose all that apply)
N = 3,139 respondents

N = 15,286 respondents
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Families with a positive remote learning experience to date more likely to opt for remote
learning than families with a negative experience
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
If presented with the option, would you prefer to send your child(ren) to school in-person in the fall OR keep him or her home for remote/online instruction?

N = 12,249 respondents

Note: Data for this question does not distinguish between different students in a family, so analysis done at the respondent level, not the individual student level
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Schedule Preferences

Residents of wards with higher rates of COVID infection tend to have a lower likelihood of
opting to return to school in-person next year
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
If presented with the option, would you prefer to send your child(ren) to school in-person in the fall OR keep him or her home for remote/online instruction?
N = 25,012 students

Note: COVID infection rate as of June 8th
Source: DC Government Website: Coronavirus database; DC Health Matters
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Families with students who rely on public transportation less likely to opt for in-person
instruction
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
If presented with the option, would you prefer to send your child(ren) to school in-person in the fall OR keep him or her home for remote/online instruction?

N = 15,212 respondents

Note: Data for this question does not distinguish between different students in a family, so analysis done at the respondent level, not the individual student level
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Ward 7 & 8 families are more likely to use public transportation
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
Do any of your children require public transportation (metro or bus) to get to school?

N = 14,629 respondents

Note: Ward is where respondents live, not necessarily where students attend school
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Families that use public transportation in Wards 7 & 8 appear less likely to opt for in-person
education than families in other wards
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
If presented with the option, would you prefer to send your child(ren) to school in-person in the fall OR keep him or her home for remote/online instruction?

N = 9,249 students
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Families of students with IEPs slightly less likely to opt for in-person instruction
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
If presented with the option, would you prefer to send your child(ren) to school in-person in the fall OR keep him or her home for remote/online instruction?

N = 15,008 respondents

Note: Data for this question does not distinguish between different students in a family, so analysis done at the respondent level, not the individual student level

Families of students with IEPs in Wards 7 & 8 are more likely to opt for remote / online
learning
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
If presented with the option, would you prefer to send your child(ren) to school in-person in the fall OR keep him or her home for remote/online instruction?
N = 2,891 respondents

Note: Data for this question does not distinguish between different students in a family, so analysis done at the respondent level, not the individual student level
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Family schedule preference trends are very similar across school types
SCHEDULE PREFERENCES AND REASONS
Rank the proposed schedules from 1-4. (1 being MOST preferred and 4 LEAST preferred)

Elementary school families
N = 3,442 respondents

Note: Responses shown for families with one child only

Middle school families
N = 1,046 respondents

High school families
N = 1,271 respondents

There is little variation in schedule preferences between families with and without students
with IEPs
SCHEDULE PREFERENCES AND REASONS
Rank the proposed schedules from 1-4. (1 being MOST preferred and 4 LEAST preferred)

Family has a student with an IEP

Family does not have a student with an IEP
N = 2,760 respondents

N = 11,131 respondents
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Schedule preferences are similar across languages; Spanish-speaking respondents more
strongly favor the “Alternating days” schedule
SCHEDULE PREFERENCES AND REASONS
Rank the proposed schedules from 1-4. (1 being MOST preferred and 4 LEAST preferred)

Completed in English
N = 13,940 respondents

Note: All other languages includes Amharic, Arabic, Vietnamese, Chinese, and French

Completed in Spanish

Completed in all other languages
N = 361 respondents

N = 34 respondents
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Other Family Feedback

Multiple additional themes came out in the qualitative comments from both the survey and
focus groups
• Qualitatively, parents touched on a variety of additional themes that came in out in both the survey and
the focus groups:
• Concerns surrounding student mental health
• From the PAVE / Flamboyan focus groups: “When directly prompted about mental health supports, parents consistently shared
they are worried about their child(ren)s and want their child to have access to a guidance counselor and other mental health
supports. Families expressed the desire for teachers to be equipped to detect the types of feelings being exhibited by their
students and want teachers to spend time addressing trauma”

• Concerns with public transportation
• “My children have to ride public transportation to and from school and I am not comfortable with them riding now.”
• “I am extremely uncomfortable sending my children to school on public transportation this fall.”

• A desire for more training on remote learning for both teachers and parents, prioritizing creating more equitable
experiences across the city
• “more professional development for teachers with standards and expectations of teachers clearly communicated to parents and
teachers alike. The experience across schools in the District is night and day--not at all equitable for students across the District!”
• “Lesson plans for home schooling, which are specific to my child's classroom and progress”

• Concerns for students with IEPs and the quality of support that can be provided virtually
• “My son has an IEP and with the distance learning challenges are that when it comes to him completing the work he gets very
confused the way I explain it than when he is in school the way his teachers break it down for him”
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Families emphasized the importance of social/emotional supports for their children
ACADEMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Which of the following supports are the most important for your child(ren) to receive next year? (respondents asked to choose 3)
N = 15,342 respondents
Social/emotional supports

Families want schools to prioritize public health measures: meeting social distancing
requirements and conducting regular, deep cleanings
LIKELIHOOD OF RETURN IN THE FALL
What do you think are the top 3 priorities schools need to focus on as they prepare to reopen? (choose 3)
N = 15,522 respondents
Public health focus areas
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Families in Wards 7 & 8 generally prioritize the same schedule factors as families in Wards 16, but care more about school cleaning
SCHEDULE PREFERENCES AND REASONS
Which are the most important factors when deciding which schedule is best for your family? (choose up to 3)

N = 14,796 respondents
Top 4 reasons shown

% of respondents
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Vast majority of respondents report having both access to a device and high-speed internet
ACADEMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Does your child(ren) have access to a device for remote learning?
Which of these device(s) does your child(ren) have access to for learning at home purposes?

What best describes your child(ren)’s typical internet
access?
N = 15,394 respondents

N = 15,461 respondents

Per
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Students without devices largely spread out across grade bands, although Wards 7 and 8
have the highest rates of students without devices
ACADEMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Does your child(ren) have access to a device for remote learning?

N = 774 students

N = 463 respondents
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Some children with access to a device only have shared access to a smartphone or tablet for
their remote learning
ACADEMIC CONSIDERATIONS
Does your child(ren) have access to a device for remote learning?
Which of these options best describes your family’s access to the device selected above?
Which of these device(s) does your child(ren) have access to for learning at home purposes?
N = 14,950 respondents

Respondents could select
multiple devices; this bar is
filtered for respondents
who only had one device

Note: Not every respondent answered every question, resulting in varying N’s
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